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European Literature Days: 03 to 06 November 2016: “The Colonizers” 

From 03 to 06 November 2016, the European Literature Days in Wachau (Spitz a.d. 

Donau) again host the symposium for European writers and literature experts. This 

year’s headline theme is “The Colonizers”. Discussions are led by renowned writers 

such as Hans Christoph Buch, Petina Gappah, Robert Menasse, Rasha Khayat and 

Tim Parks. On the one hand, their critical focus is how writers open readers’ minds to 

foreign cultures and, on the other, also spread misconceptions. Has writing changed 

in our globalized world, and if so, what new challenges are to be faced by European 

and non-European writers? 

To launch this year’s European Literature Days, on Thursday evening in the Minoritenkirche, 

Krems, Robert Menasse issues an invitation to a debate with the renowned political scientist 

Ulrike Guérot. Their co-authored manifesto “For a European Republic” won widespread 

critical acclaim. This year’s opening lecture for the symposium, on Friday morning at Schloss 

Spitz, is presented by the novelist and reporter Hans Christoph Buch. He will discuss new 

urban forms of self-image in a globalized world: what are the lessons of late 20th century 

post-colonial discourses for today’s debate about globalization, homelands, languages and 

new world literatures? 

This year’s European Literature Days symposium presents a particularly intriguing spectrum 

of problems: European writers, who set their literary work in cultures outside Europe, meet 

writers who hail from these very cultures and are now living in Europe. For example, how 

does a European novelist describe an Arab country, and how does an Arab writer describe 

this? Guests involved in Writer Q&A panel discussions include Tim Parks, Pankaj Mishra, 

Zsófia Bán, Samanta Schweblin, Mathias Enard and Najem Wali. The European 

Literature Days conclude with a Literary Soirée and wine tasting of selected Spitz wines. 

Alongside the Symposium the European Literature Days consists of public readings and 

workshop discussions with European writers as well as a finale concert. The 

programme is also aimed at a young audience with workshops and readings in schools 

and at the Karikaturmuseum Krems. The collaborative work with the European Literature 

Youth Meetings (www.eljub.eu) enriches the European Literature Days thanks to innovative 

forms of engaging with literature. Discussions are based on preparatory blogs and dossiers 

published biweekly throughout the year in the Observatory for European Contemporary 

Literature at. 

Registration can be made from now on at 

http://www.literaturhauseuropa.eu/de/europaeische-literaturtage/akkreditierungundtickets. 
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